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Abstract 
From a partially ordered set (X, < ) one may construct the collection PS(X) consisting of 
a collection of subsets of X ordered by inclusion. We show that the interval dimension of 
X equals the dimension of PS(X) and give an O{n 3) algorithm to determine whether X bus 
interval dimension ~< 2 and construct an interval realizer of X. 
I. Introduction 
Habib ctal. [I0] and Habib and Mi~hring [I I] answer several open questions 
about trapezoid graphs asked by Dagan et al. [5] who introduced this class of perfect 
graphs in studying an integrated circuit channel routing problem. This paper builds 
on some of the methods introduced by Habib and M6hring together with a method of 
constructing an interval representation of interval orders [3, 7, 8] to present a concep- 
tually simple construction of an interval realizer for a given order and a more eflicicnt 
recognition algorithm for orders of interval dimension two. 
Habib et al. [I0] demonstrate that any transitive orientation of the complement of 
a trapezoid graph is of interval dimension at most two, so an algorithm to recognize 
a trapezoid graph can take two steps; first determine if the graph has a transitive 
orientation and construct such an orientation if it exists. Golumbic [9] gives an O{n 3 ) 
procedure for this construction, where n is the number of vertices of the graph. The 
second requires recognition of orders of interval dimension two. By use of Ferret's 
dimension it is possible to find an O(n 4) recognition algorithm [I 1,4, I, 18]. Habib 
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and M6hring improve this algorithm by considering predecessor sets of O(n ~ +') time, 
where O(n') is the best known time for matrix multiplication. Currently, a is about 2.376 
[4]. The s~ond half of this paper extends the method of predecessor sets to a restriction of 
the concept lattice that gives an O(n 3) time recognition algorithm. 
We will postpone the definition era trapezoid graph until later. We will begin with 
a discussion of interval orders. Much of the material introduced here can be found in 
[1 I], which is ~,he primary source for this paper. An interval representation of a finite 
ordered set (X, < ) is a function that assigns to each element uof X an inte~ ,al on the 
real iin~, 1, so that u < v if and only if each point of / ,  is less than every point ofl~,. If an 
ordered sot has such a representation then < is an interval order. Sometimes it will be 
convenient to relax the definition to allow for single point overlap of intervals. This 
does not change the class of orders under consideration. 
Given an element x in an ordered set, the set of predecessors of x is the set of all 
vertices y such that y < x. Similarly, the set of successors of x is the set of all vertices 
y such that x < y. The predecessor set ofx and the successor set ofx in an ordered set 
(X, < ) are denoted P,~ (x) and S< (x), respectively. The literature contains everal 
equivalent characterizations of interval orders, these are summarized in [1 Ill. 
Theorem I. For an ordered set (X, < ) the following are equivalent: 
(i) < is an intervcl order. 
(ii) X has no restriction isomorphic to a "2 + 2" (see Fig. 1). 
(iii) The predecessor sets of elements of X, P.~ (u), are linearly ordered by inclusion {and 
symmetrically soare the successor sets S,: (u)). 
(iv) The maximal antichains of X can be linearly ordered so that,for every element u, the 
maximal antichains that contain u occur consecutively. 
(v) The lattice of maximal antichains of X is a linear order. 
Item (iii) [2] yields an interval representation for X which we will outline to 
motivate constructions we give later. Let P<(u) ,.he., as above. 
Let P < S ~ (u) be the smallest predecessor set of any successor of u. (Note that this set 
consists of the collection of common predecessors of the successor set of u.) If u has no 
successors, then let P<S<(u) =- X. The collection PS(X) = {P<(u)[u~ X}u{X} is 
ordered by inclusion. Assign the interval [P< (u), P<S,: (u)] to u. (See Fig. 2.) If u < v 
then P< S < (u) ~ P< (v) so the interval for u is completely to the left of the interval for 
v with the possible exception of one point. If u is not related to v then, since 
ueP<S<(u) but u~P(v), P(v) is a proper subset of P<S,:(u). Similarly, P(u) is 
a proper subset of P< S < (v) therefore, the intervals for u and v must have a nonempty 
intersection of more than a single point. Note that property (v) gives rise to an 
equivalent interval representation consisting of intervals on the lattice of antichains. 
The order < ~ is an extension of < 2 ifu < 2 v ~ u < ~ v. If < ~ is a total order then 
we say < ~ is a linear extension of < 2. Likewise, if < ~ is an interval order then < ~ is 
an interval extension of < 2. Interval extensions are studied in Habib et al. [12] with 
an emphasis on problems about minimal extensions. 
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A collection of orders < 1 . . . . .  < ,  is said to realize an order if that order is the 
intersection ofthe < i  for i = ! . . . . .  n. That is, u < v ~ u < iv  for all i = 1 . . . . .  n. It is 
clear that each <~ must be an extension of < .  If < t . . . . .  < ,  are linear orders then 
{ < t . . . . .  < ,}  is a linear realizer of <.  As introduced by Dushnik and Miller [6] we 
refer to the minimum size of a linear ealizer of < as the dimension of(X, < ), denoted 
by dim(X). 
Likewise if < t . . . . .  < ,  are interval orders then { < t . . . . .  < ,}  is an interval realizer 
of <.  Trotter and Bogart [15,16] and Trotter and Moore [17] extend the idea of 
dimension by defining the minimum size ofan interval realizer of < to be the interval 
dimension of(X, < ) denoted by ldim(X). The following proposition summarizes two 
immediate facts about interval dimension [12]. 
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Proposition. (i) ldim(X) = 1 iff < is an interval order. 
(ii) Idim(X) <~ dim(X). 
Interval orders with arbitrarily high dimension exist ClY]. Therefore, the difference 
between Idim(X) and dim(X) in part (ii) may be arbitrarily large. 
Given two parallel lines Lt and L2 in R 2, say y - - I  and y = 2, a trapezoid 
representation fan order (X, < ) relative to these lines is a function that associates to 
each element uofX a trapezoid T~ formed by the convex hull of two intervals I .  on Lt 
and J .  on L2 so that u < v ~:. T j~  Tv = 0 and 7". lies to the left of T,,. The order < is 
a trapezoid order if (X, < ) has a trapezoid representation. 
One important property of trapezoid orders is immediately clear from their con- 
struction [..5]. 
Theorem 2. An order < on a set X is a trapezoid order if and only if ldim(X) <~ 2. 
7". is completely to the 'left of T~ exactly when both the interval I .  is completely to 
the left of Iv and J .  is completely to the left of d,,. In fact, any transitive orientation of 
the complement of a trapezoid graph has ldim(2) - a consequence of the foilowing 
theorem. 
Theorem 3 (Habib et al. [10]). The interval dimension of an order is a co)aparability 
invariant. 
We need to find an algorithm for determining when an order is interval dimension 
two. To do this we extend the predecessor successor relation to arbitrary orders. 
2. Equivalence of ldim(X) and dim(PS(X)) 
Let (X, < ) be an ordered set. Define P<(Y) for any subset ¥ of X by 
{xEX:  x < y 'Cye Y}, 
the set of common predecessors of elements of Y, and S< (Y) for Y ~_ X by 
{xeX:  y<xVye Y}, 
the set of common successors of elements of Y. If it is more convenient we will drop 
the parenthesis and write P< Y or S < Y. Note that P< (Y) and symmetrically S< (Y) 
have the following properties: 
(i) P<(Y) = ~,~rP<(Y),  S<(Y) -- ~r~r S<(.V); 
(ii) if Yt ~- Y2 then P<(Y2) -~ P<(Yt)  and S<(Y2) ~ S<(Yt); 
(iii) P<(0)  = X = S<(0).  
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Denote by P$(X) the ordered set consisting of 
{P<(u): u~ X} u { P<S<(u): u~ X} 
with the set of inclusion order. (See Fig. 3.) As we have seen previously, if X is an 
interval order then PS(X) consists merely of the predecessor sets of elements of 
X together with X, and forms a linear order. 
Suppose Lt .... .  L, is a linear realizer of PS(X). On each linear order we construct 
an interval order I t = (X, < ~) by associating to u the interval [l~(u),r~(u)] of the 
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linear order Lj, where I~(u) = P<(u) and r~(u) = e<S<(u) on the linear order L~. 
These intervals are well defined since P<(u) c P<S<(u) implies lj(u) < L~rj(u). 
Theorem 4. I1 . . . . .  1, are an interval realizer for X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that u < v .~ u < i~ v for all Ij. 
P<S<(u) is an intersection of P(w) over all successors w of u so u < v implies 
P<S<(u) ~_ P<(v), and ucP<S<(u)  so P<S<(u) ~_ P<(v) implies u < o. Further- 
more, P<S<(u) c_ P<(v) if and only if P<S<(u) ~< r~P<(v) for all Li since each Li is 
a linear extension of PS(X). P<S<(u) < L,P<(v) means that rj(u) <~ L Ij(v) in the 
above representation, which is true exactly when u < tj v. So u < v ~ u < i, v for all Ij, 
j= l  . . . . .  n. [2] 
It is an immediate consequence of this theorem that ldim(X) <~ dim(PS(X)). Next, 
we construct acollection of linear realizers of PS(X) from interval realizers of X. The 
method used is founded on the methods of Hahib and M6hring [11]. Another oeaos 
to this proof is to use the equivalence of ldim(X) and the dimension ofconcept lattice 
.~(~,kr, < ), see [1,3,18"1. We will use the more direct proof here. 
Lemma I (Habib and M6ring Ill'l). Let (X, < ) be an ordered set and I an interval 
order in an interval realizer of <.  1 can be replaced with J so that the following 
implication holds: 
P<(u)~P<(v)  ~ P, du)~-P,l(v) foral lu,  v¢S.  
Lemma 2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, ! can be replaced with J so that the 
following implication holds: 
PjS<(u) = P~Sa(u) for all u¢S  
and if I has the property described in Lemma 1 then J retains that property. 
Proof. Lot v ¢ S<(u) be the vortex whose interval has the least ieft-hand endpoint of 
all of the intervals for S < (u) in a representation for (X, 1), that is, ld v) ~ ll(w) for all 
w ¢ S<(u). Let xl . . . . .  .,oh ~ Si(u) be such that Is(x) ~< It(v) for all i = 1 .... .  k. (If there 
exist no such x~ we are done.) Replace [lt(u),ra(u)] by [lz(u),r'du)] where 
r'du) > It(xi) for all i =. 1 .... .  k but r < ldv). (See Fig.4.) Now v has the least left-hand 
endpoint for all intervals of Sa(u). We have only added new incomparabilities to J, 
and these incomparabilities are between u and the elements xi . . . . .  xa which are 
already not related to u in X. Suppose I has the property given in Lemma 1. By adding 
the incomparahilities with u and xt . . . . .  xk it is possible that P< (.,cm) _~ P< (y) for some 
y but now u E P~(xm) but not P~(y). This could only o~ur  if l(y) < l(xm). Since any 
interval corresponding toan element less than xm in X must also be less than y in X we 
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can lower l(u) to be less than r(xm) but still greater than i(y). Again, we oniy add nov, 
incomparabilities. We repeat both procedures, but since X is finite eventually we 
stop. I'-1 
Lemnm 3. I f  I is an interval order in an interval realizer of < then 1 sutisfies the 
implication: 
(i) P<S<(u) ~_ P<(v) ~. P~Sl(u) ~- Pi(v); 
furthermore, if I satisfies the properties described by Lemmas 1 and 2 then I satisfies 
(ii) P~(u) ~- P<S<(v) =~ Pt(u) ~ PtSt(v), 
(iii) P<S<(u) ~_ P<S<(v) =~ PtSl(u) ~- P~Sdv). 
Proof. (i) Since ueP<S<(u), if P<S<(u) ~_ P<(v) then u is a predecessor f v so 
v E S< (u). I is an extension of X therefore, v ~ S< (u) implies v e Sj(u). Since PjS~(u)= 
~s,( , )P j (w),  P jS j( u ) ~ P a ( v ). 
(ii) P<(u)~_ P<S<(v) implies P<(u)_.q P<(w) for all w~S<(v), so if I satisfi~ 
Lemma 1, then P~(u) ~_ Pj(w) for all w¢S<(v); therefore, P~(u) ~_ PjS<(v). By 
Lemma 2 PjS<(v) ~ PjSj(v) so Pj(u) _~ Pj$~(v}. 
(iii) P<S<(u)__q P<S,:(v) implies F<S<(u)~_ P<(w) for all weS<(v), so by (i), 
then PjS~(u) ~_ Pj(w) for all w¢S<(v); therefore, PjSj(u) _~ PjS<(v). By Lemma 2 
PjS , (v)  = PaSj(v), so PjS~(u) ~- PjSj(v). [] 
Lemma 4. I f  11 . . . . .  l .  are interval realizers for < which satisfy the properties of 
Lem~a 2, then the following implications hold: 
(i) I f  neither P <(u) nor P<(v) is a subset of the other then PtJu) ~ Pt,(v) for some 
j and Pt~(v) c Pt~(u)for some k. 
(ii) I f  neither P<S<(u) nor P<(v) is a subset of the other then Ps, St,(u) ~ Pt~(v) for 
some j and Pl,(v) c Pt~Stl(u)for some k. 
(iii) I f  neither P <S <(u) nor P <S<(v) is a subset o fthe other then Pj, Sl,(u) c Pl: St,(v) 
for some j and Pt, St,(v) c PI, Sz,(u) for some k. 
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Proof. (i) P<(u) _q Pt,(u)and N~Pt~(v) = P<(v)soifPi,{u) ~_ Pt~(v) forallj = 1 . . . . .  n 
then P<(u)__q P<(v) which contradicts our assumptions; therefore, for some j, 
Pt,(v) c Pt,(u) and similarly for some k, Pt,(u) c Pt,(v). 
(ii) P<S<(u)c_PtS<(u) which equals Pt,,St,(u) by Lemma 2. So if 
P~,St,(u) ~_ Pt,(v) for al l j  then P<S<(u) _q P< (v)which is a contradiction. Similarly, 
P<(v) c Pt,(v) for all i, and by Lemma 2 NjPt, St,(u) equals N~Pa S<{u). Since 
11 . . . . .  In realize X, N;Pt, S< (u) equals P< S< (u); therefore, if Pt,{v) ~- Pt,St,(u) for all 
j then P<(v) c_ P<S<(u). 
{iii) We know P<S<(u) c_ Pt,St,(u)Vj, and N~Pt, St,(v) = P<S<{v). If Pt,Sl,{u) c
P~,Ss,(v) for all j then P<S<(u)~_ P<S<(v) which is a contradiction: therefore, 
Pt,Sl,(v) c Pt,St,(u) for somej. [] 
Theorem 5. l dim( X ) = dim{ PS ( X ) ). 
Proof. I fX is an interval order then PS(X) is a |in,at order and we are done. We have 
shown ld im(X)~ dim(X) as a corollary of Theorem 4. if we have an interva| 
realizer of X consisting of interval orders !1 . . . . .  in satisfying the properties of Lemmas 
1 and 2, then by Lemma 3, PS(I~) is a weak-order extension of the sets PS(X} 
obtained b~ associating P<(u) and P<S<(u) to Pt,(u) and Plfl~,(u), respectively. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 4 these weak orders realize PS(X). it is well known and 
straightforward to show that if n > 2 and W a .. . . .  W. are weak orders that realize 
a given order, then there are linear extensions Lj of W~ so that La . . . . .  L. are a linear 
realizer of that order. Therefore, ldim(X)>, dim(X} which, together with Theorem 
4 finishes the proof. [] 
From this theorem we are able to give a recognition algorithm for Idim{ X J = 2. 
The algorithm involves two steps. 
Recognition algorithm 
Input: An ordered set X = (X, < ). 
Output: TRUE if ldim{X) = 2. 
(I) Construct PS(X). 
(2) Use best available algorithm to determine if P${X) has dimension 2 if 
dim(PS(X)) = 2 output YES. else output NO. 
The complexity for step {2) currently is O{ k 2 ) [ 14], where k is the number of vertices 
of PS{X). PSIX)can have no more than 2n elements, two for each u ¢ X. So step (2) 
takes no worse than O{n 2) time. To construct PS{X) in step {1) has an O{ll 3) time 
algorithm. First, find all of the successor sets. The construction of S{u) for all u has 
O{n 2) complexity. The construction P<S<(u) requires the intersection over S<(u). 
The intersection ofn objects takes at most n 2 time. Since we intersect at most n objects 
at most n times we have an n 3 algorithm. 
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We can go further and construct an interval realizer in polynomial time for interval 
dimension two orders by considering the intervals given in Theorem 4. This last step is 
less time consuming than O(n3). The problem ofdetermining dim(X) and Idim(X) for 
dimension three or higher is already NP-complete by Yannakakis [19]. However, 
Theorem 5 gives another means of demonstrating that the complexity of the two 
recognition problems are the same, since any ordered set (X, < ) can be slightly 
modified to be PS(Y) for some Y. This construction consists of adding a top element 
t and a bottom element b so that b < u < t for every element of X. This clearly does 
not change the dimension of X since we can modify any linear realizer of X by adding 
t at the top and b at the bottom of each order in the realizer. Take Y to be the directed 
line graph of the Hasse diagram X, that is, order the edges in the Hasse diagram of 
X by uv < rwx if and only ifv ~ x. The vertex u in X becomes Pr(uv) and v corres- 
ponds to PrSr(uv). (See Fig. 5.) 
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